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Abstract

Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is a non-invasive imaging technique, which provides information 
reporting the functional states of tissues. SPECT imaging has been used as a diagnostic tool in several human disorders and 
can be used in animal models of diseases for physiopathological, genomic and drug discovery studies. However, most of the 
experimental models used in research involve rodents, which are at least one order of magnitude smaller in linear dimensions 
than man. Consequently, images of targets obtained with conventional gamma-cameras and collimators have poor spatial 
resolution and statistical quality. We review the methodological approaches developed in recent years in order to obtain images 
of small targets with good spatial resolution and sensitivity. Multipinhole, coded mask- and slit-based collimators are presented 
as alternative approaches to improve image quality. In combination with appropriate decoding algorithms, these collimators 
permit a significant reduction of the time needed to register the projections used to make 3-D representations of the volumetric 
distribution of target’s radiotracers. Simultaneously, they can be used to minimize artifacts and blurring arising when single 
pinhole collimators are used. Representation images are presented, which illustrate the use of these collimators. We also com-
ment on the use of coded masks to attain tomographic resolution with a single projection, as discussed by some investigators 
since their introduction to obtain near-field images. We conclude this review by showing that the use of appropriate hardware 
and software tools adapted to conventional gamma-cameras can be of great help in obtaining relevant functional information 
in experiments using small animals.
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In the last few decades, and mainly since the develop-
ment of genetically modified animals, interest in animal 
models of human diseases has grown, especially with the 
use of rats and mice. Animal models are necessary in areas 
such as genetics, physiology, physiopathology and, mainly, 
for the discovery and testing of new pharmaceuticals. Small 
animals such as rats and mice are particularly important 
because of their easy reproduction, maintenance in small 
spaces and the knowledge available about their genetic 

background (e.g., Ref. 1).
Noninvasive imaging techniques are very important 

tools in this kind of experiments since they permit sequential 
recording for the same animal in vivo (2). Therefore, the 
animal under study can be used as its own control, making 
it easier to interpret results and, at the same time, reducing 
the number of animals necessary for an experiment as well 
as research time and costs. A subset of these imaging tech-
niques is Nuclear Medicine imaging, which encompasses 
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positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT). 

SPECT and PET are imaging techniques based on the 
detection of high-energy photons emitted from the target 
after the introduction of a radioactive nuclide incorporated 
into a radio-probe and targeting specific tissues. In the case 
of PET, the radionuclide emits a positron, which travels a 
short distance in the target until finding an electron. Their 
annihilation produces two 511-keV photons traveling in 
almost opposite directions. In SPECT, individual non-
correlated high-energy photons are emitted and detected. 
In both cases, SPECT and PET, emission of photons oc-
curs at all angles around the emitting center, giving rise to 
a spherical distribution of radiation. Compared with PET, 
radionuclides and radiopharmaceuticals appropriate for 
SPECT are more easily available (e.g., 18F, 15O and 11C for 
PET versus 99mTc, 111In, 123I, 125I, 67Ga, and 201Ta for SPECT), 
with longer mean lives than their PET counterparts, apart 
from needing less expensive technology in their production. 
Additionally, SPECT radionuclides emit in different energies, 
which allow, at least in principle, simultaneous dual-isotope 
recording. On the other hand, the typical sensitivity and 
resolution in clinical assays are better for PET than for 
SPECT, other parameters being the same (3). Despite its 
disadvantages, SPECT is a more common used imaging 
tool in hospitals.

In order to produce SPECT images, the incidence 
direction of the photons on the detector must be codified 
in some way. In the most general cases, the codification is 
done by the use of single pinhole or parallel-hole collima-
tors to produce planar projections. Planar images, acquired 
from sequential angles around the target, are combined 
to produce 3-D reconstructions. The techniques used to 
produce the 3-D reconstructions include various versions of 
the filtered backprojection algorithm (3), maximum likelihood 
iterative restoration algorithms (see, e.g., Ref. 4) and, more 
recently, the faster ordered subset + expectation maximiza-
tion algorithm (5). Gamma cameras based on scintillation 
crystals [e.g., NaI(Tl)] are the most common type of cameras 
currently in use. They are limited in spatial and spectral 
resolution to ~4 mm (intrinsic detector resolution) on the 
image plane and 10% @ 140 keV, respectively (see, e.g., 
Ref. 3), imposing limitations on the quality of final images. 
The maximum radiation dose to be applied to patients 
places an additional limit to the standard minimum hole 
diameter in pinhole collimators of roughly 4 mm to reach 
acceptable statistical significance, which in turn sets a limit 
on the spatial resolution on the object plane. The maximum 
dose also imposes a limit on dynamic studies. 

In the last two decades, several groups have been work-
ing on developing techniques or adapting the available ones 
to obtain Nuclear Medicine images of small animals. In the 
present study, we describe different alternatives developed 
to improve spatial resolution and sensitivity when making 
SPECT images of small size targets. In the following section, 

we describe the use of multipinhole collimators in combina-
tion with iterative image restoration algorithms, and compare 
its performance with that of single pinhole and parallel hole 
collimators. In the section entitled “Scintigraphic imaging 
with coded mask-based collimators”, we present the coded 
mask technique as applied in the astrophysics field, how it 
can be applied to near field imaging and the advantages 
it presents over other imaging alternatives. In the section 
entitled “Slit-based collimators”, we comment on the use of 
non-standard collimators based on slits, such as the simple 
slit, slit-slat and skew slit collimators. In the section entitled 
“Three-dimensional reconstructions from planar projections”, 
the application to 3-D reconstructions of volumetric targets is 
considered. Finally, the conclusions of the present study are 
summarized in the last paragraph of this article.

Scintigraphic imaging with multipinhole 
collimators

When single pinhole or parallel hole collimators are used 
to obtain scintigraphic images, spatial resolution is limited 
by the combination of the detector’s intrinsic resolution and 
the smearing effect due to the physical size of the collima-
tor’s holes, as indicated by the expressions
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where do and di are the distances from the collimator to 
the object and to the detector, respectively, h is the height 
of the parallel hole collimator, deff is the effective diameter 
of the collimator considering partial transparency of the 
collimator’s material, and Ri is the intrinsic resolution of 
the detector. Because of the magnification factor intrinsic 
to pinhole collimators (given by the di/do ratio), the effect 
of the detector’s intrinsic resolution on the final quality 
of the image is less pronounced in this technique, even 
though a reduction in the field of view (FOV) is implicit. 
Small diameter pinhole collimators are, then, desirable 
when imaging small size objects. However, reducing the 
open area in the aperture implies a quadratic reduction of 
sensitivity, making it necessary to increase the exposure 
time or the dose applied to attain an equivalent statistical 
significance of the image. 

To overcome this conflicting situation, the use of multiple 
small-sized pinholes in the collimator has been proposed 
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with two different alternatives: a) multipinhole collimators, 
where roughly a dozen pinholes are used to record the 
target’s activity (see, Refs. 6,7) and b) coded mask col-
limators, where a higher number of pinholes (dozens to 
hundreds of holes) following a distribution with special 
mathematical properties are used (8). Examples of both 
kinds of collimators are shown in Figure 1. In both cases, 
the recorded image is no longer a direct representation 
of the target, but results from the superposition of the 
individual images projected by each pinhole, which can 
partially overlap depending on parameters such as object 
size, distance between pinholes, and magnification. It is 
said that the target’s representation is coded and a second 
decoding stage is necessary. 

In the most general way, the recorded image can be 
represented by the convolution of the intensity distribution 
on the object plane with the collimator pattern, as given by 
the expression

,NOAS +⊗=             
[3]

where S represents the recorded 
image (sometimes called shadow-
gram), O corresponds to the intensity 
distribution on the object plane, A is 
the aperture array, N corresponds to 
a noise term, and ⊗ stands for the 
convolution product. Thus, the objec-
tive is to decode the recorded image in order to obtain a 
representation of the target.

This decoding phase is usually carried out with itera-
tive image restoration algorithms, such as the maximum 
likelihood algorithm (see Ref. 9). Image restoration can 
be understood as finding the reproducible object intensity 
distribution, which better explains the detected intensity 

distribution, given the instrument’s characteristics and the 
irreproducible noise contribution. This kind of problem is 
known as the inverse problem and arises in many scien-
tific areas. Following Equation [3], the objective is to find 
a model of the object intensity distribution, O(x), given the 
detected intensity distribution, S(x), and the response of 
the instrument to a point source, A(x).

According to this kind of algorithms, a first model of the 
object intensity distribution is proposed, typically a uniform 
one. This distribution is projected through the instrument’s 
model to obtain a recorded image, which is compared 
to the real data. Correction factors are determined and 
back-projected through the instrument to the object space 
in order to be applied to the original object’s model. The 
entire process is repeated with the new object distribution, 
until some finishing criterion is reached. Mathematically, 
the decoded image can be represented by the recursive 
expression

where the starting value of the restored image, I(0)(i,j), is set 
to a uniform positive value, and the restrictive condition of 
I(l)(i,j) ≥ 0 is applied in each iteration.

Scintigraphic imaging with coded 
mask-based collimators

Coded masks have been extensively used 
for decades in high-energy astrophysics (for 
reviews, see Refs. 10,11), in order to image 
astrophysical fields in the energy range where 
focusing techniques such as grazing inci-
dence are not suitable, i.e., more than ~tens 
of keV and up to some MeV. In the coded 
mask approach, the instrument’s aperture 
consists of a distribution of small size holes 
on an otherwise opaque screen, following 
an appropriate pattern. As with multipinhole 
collimators, every pinhole produces an image 
of the target onto the detector. However, the 
positions of the pinholes on the mask are such 
that the distribution of images on the detector 
is unique for each point source position in the 
FOV. As with multipinhole collimators, the 
information on the photon’s incidence direc-
tion is encoded in the recorded image, which 
can be recovered in a second step of image 
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Figure 1. Multipinhole (A) and a coded mask-based (B) collimator with details of 
the pinhole profile. Both collimators were constructed on 4-mm thick lead plates, 
which guarantee transparency of less than 0.1% at 140 keV. Distances between 
holes and total aperture angle are 15 and 6 mm, and 90 and 60 degrees, re-
spectively.
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decoding by appropriate mathematical manipulations (see, 
Refs. 8,12). Because of the high number of small size holes 
on the aperture, coded masks provide a substantial gain in 
detection efficiency while maintaining the spatial resolution 
of single pinhole cameras with the same hole size.

In the far-field situation, as is the case of imaging 
astrophysical sources located at infinity, one of the most 
efficient methods to decode the image of the observed FOV 
is the correlation method (8,12). According to it, there ex-
ists a decoding array, G, such that the correlation product 
between it and the mask pattern A, A*G, is close or equal 
to a delta-function (a pulse on an otherwise flat or null 
background). On this basis,

,][][ GNOGNOGAGNGOAGSI ∗+⊗=∗+⊗∗=∗+∗⊗=∗= δ   [5]

the decoded image, I, is equivalent to the observed object 
except for a noise term.

Since the introduction of random hole distributions 
independently proposed by Dicke (13) and Ables (14), 
many different classes of coded mask patterns have been 
discussed in the literature. A special case is that of the 
uniformly redundant arrays introduced by Fenimore and 
Cannon (8), a set of pinhole distributions whose autocor-
relation function corresponds to a perfect delta-function 
superimposed on a constant or null level. Additionally, the 
decoding process is such that the contribution of any uni-
formly distributed noise pattern is automatically removed. 

A spatially non-uniform background noise pattern can be 
removed by the use of the mask-antimask technique (15). 
In this approach, two shadowgrams are registered, one 
through the mask pattern and the other through the nega-
tive of the previous mask pattern. Subtraction of the second 
record from the first one before image decoding removes 
the background contribution, provided the background 
intensity is constant with time.

Coded masks were proposed as an alternative to pro-
duce planar images of objects in the near field by Cannon 
and Fenimore (16), Fenimore et al. (17), and Chen et al. 
(18). In addition, these investigators showed that these kinds 
of collimators present some tomographic depth resolution, 
which allows the identification of individual planes a couple 
of centimeters away from each other. They were also used 
to produce tomographic images of phantoms and biological 
specimens by, e.g., Rogers et al. (19), who obtained images 
of a dog model of acute myocardial infarction. 

The use of coded masks in near-field imaging was reap-
praised by Accorsi et al. (20) who discussed the most appro-
priate coded mask patterns in terms of signal-to-noise ratio 
(21), and indicated the modified uniformly redundant arrays 
(22) as an appropriate option for this application. The origin 
of artifacts appearing in this application was also reviewed 
(23), mainly related to the fact of partial coding of the FOV, 
and the mask-antimask technique (15) was suggested as 
an alternative to remove them by hardware, not requiring 
additional time or computation effort to produce an image. 

Additionally, they present images of small 
FOVs produced by combining a coded 
mask-based collimator with conventional 
Anger cameras. When decoded by the clas-
sical correlation method, high spatial (~1.7 
mm) (20) and temporal (~50 ms/frame 
with weak sources) (24) resolution planar 
images were obtained, indicating that the 
technique can be used for dynamic studies 
of radiotracers. Examples of planar images 
of different targets can be seen in Figure 
2. In this figure we show the recorded and 
decoded images corresponding to a point-
like source, a set of five point-like sources 
in a “+” format and 5 mm from one another, 
and a 3-mm diameter ring. Those images 
were produced using the 7 x 7 MURA-
based coded mask collimator, cyclically 
extended to 13 x 13 elements, presented 
in Figure 1B. The correlation method was 
used to obtain the decoded images.

Alternatively, the same recorded im-
ages can be decoded by means of iterative 
restoration image algorithms, as described 
previously. In this case, the coded mask 
collimator is considered as a multipin-
hole collimator, not necessarily taking 

Figure 2. Shadowgrams of a point-like source (A), a set of five point-like sources 
in a “+” format (B) and a 3-mm diameter ring (C), as well as the corresponding 
decoded images (D, E, F). The images were obtained with a Siemens-Orbiter 
gamma-camera in combination with a 7 x 7-MURA coded mask collimator, and 
pixellated on 128 x 128 element arrays. Decoding was done using the correlation 
method. Objects were located 50 mm from the collimator and the magnification 
factor was 4. For the point-like source, a resolution of 3.55 mm (full-width at half-
maximum) was obtained.

A B C

FED
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advantage of the correlation properties associated with 
the pinhole distribution during the decoding process. This 
approach was considered by Mu and Liu (25), who found 
that it allows removal of most of the noise artifacts in the 
restored image. In Figure 3, we show the decoded images 
corresponding to the targets presented in Figure 2 by using 
iterative restoration algorithms. It can be seen that, when 
considering small targets, restored images present a more 
uniform and almost absent background if compared to the 
results obtained with the correlation decoding algorithm. 

Both kinds of collimators discussed here previously, as 
well as the decoding techniques, can be easily adapted to 
obtain simple projections of plane objects (objects whose 
dimension in depth is much smaller than transverse dimen-
sions). When imaging volumetric objects, single decoded 
projections are not so directly obtained. In this case all the 
images of the individual planes, projected on the detector for 
each pinhole and subject to different magnification factors, 
are superimposed, hindering an appropriate reconstruction. 
In other words, as a depth source is moved from the axis of 
a pinhole collimator to the border of its FOV, its projection on 
the detector changes. This situation, added to the fact that 
the same effect happens with each pinhole 
at different positions, causes the recorded 
image to become blurred and prevents the 
restoration of single planar projections.

Since the earliest application of coded 
masks to near field imaging, it has been 
argued that this kind of collimator provides 
a way to identify individual depth planes in 
the target (16-19,25,26). This property is 
thought to be due to the fact that sources 
on different depth planes project mask 
shadows of different sizes on the detector. 
At least in principle, individual planes can 
be independently identified if the decoding 
array is appropriately magnified in the same 
proportion as the shadow of the mask pat-
tern, as produced by a point source on those 
planes. This argument would be valid if the 
cross-correlation between the shadow of the 
mask and the different magnified projections 
of the decoding array were a delta-function. 
Partial correlation exists between them, 
which introduces artifacts and hampers an 
appropriate reconstruction. However, under 
appropriate conditions, individual planes can 
be identified. This is the case if the signal in 
the target is sparse, consisting of discrete 
sources located on relatively distant planes. 
Mu and Liu (25) have shown that, by decoding 
iteratively, some tomographic depth from a 
single projection can be recovered. In Figure 
4, we show the case of an object consisting 
of two parallel lines separated by 10 mm at 

50 mm from the collimator and a 10-mm diameter ring, 10 
mm away. Even though individual planes can be recovered, 
some cross-talk is still evident. The quality of the decoded 
images depends on several factors such as the distance 
between individual source planes, the number of interme-
diate planes considered in the decoding process and the 
relative intensity and size of the sources.

Slit-based collimators

As indicated in the Section entitled “Scintigraphic imag-
ing with multipinhole collimators”, when pinhole collimators 
are used to produce high spatial resolution images, the FOV 
becomes limited, its size depending on the magnification 
factor. Objects at the border of the pinhole’s FOV project 
onto the detector at an angle different from the one corre-
sponding to objects near the center. In this way, the borders 
of the recorded image become blurred. To overcome this 
limitation, it has been proposed to use long collimators in 
the format of slits. This is the case for the slit-slat (27-29) 
and skew-slit (30) collimators, which, additionally, allow 
for an increase in sensitivity while maintaining high spatial 

A B C

Figure 3. Decoded images (A, B, C) corresponding to the same objects used 
to obtain the records shown in Figure 2 (A, B, C), respectively. Decoding was 
done with an iterative maximum likelihood-based restoration algorithm, with 15 
iterations. Note how the background is greatly reduced when compared with the 
decoded images shown previously (Figure 2 D, E, F). For the point-like source, a 
resolution of 1.66 mm (full-width at half-maximum) was obtained.

A B C

Figure 4. A, Simulated shadowgram projected on the detector by a set of two 
linear sources 10 mm from each other, located 50 mm from the detector, with a 
10-mm outer diameter, 7-mm inner diameter ring located 60 mm from the collima-
tor. B, Decoded image of the plane at 50 mm and C, at 60 mm. The presence of 
21 intermediate planes, 45 to 65 mm from the collimator, was considered while 
image decoding.
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resolution. In the first case, the slit and slats are mutually 
perpendicular. Slats behave as parallel collimators, which 
causes axial slices to be independent from one another, 
while the slit behaves as a continuous sequence of pinholes 
in the perpendicular (or transaxial) direction. In the second 
case, the slits are located at different distances from the 
detector, which produces different and independent mag-
nifications for each direction. As with slit-slat collimators, a 
skew-slit guarantees high spatial resolution in one of the 
directions and an extension of the FOV in the other, thus 
reducing artifacts. 

A single slit was also proposed, in combination with a 
linear detector (31), as an alternative to reach high spatial 
resolution if compared with single pinhole collimators. In 
this application, a set of cadmium zinc telluride elements 
is mounted in a linear format instead of a rectangular one 
and is allowed to spin around the optical axis while rotat-
ing around the target, scanning a larger detection area. 
However, because of the relative position of the slit perpen-
dicular to the rotating direction, this system is still limited 
in FOV and displays artifacts in the axial direction.

Three-dimensional reconstructions from 
planar projections

Multipinhole and slit-based collimators have been 
used to obtain 3-D images of volumetric distributions 
of radiotracer (SPECT). In order to obtain individual 
projections necessary to make 3-D reconstructions, the 
target is rotated around its own axis, instead of the heavy 
gamma-camera head, thus minimizing misalignment er-
rors. Positioning can be guaranteed by step-motor-based 
computer-controlled rotation systems (see Refs. 32-34). 
Alternatively, the target is maintained stationary and the 
hole pattern is drilled in a tube, which completely surrounds 
the target. The collimator and the camera head, without the 
now unnecessary shielding, are rotated around the object 
of study (35). In other applications, a set of detectors is 
mounted completely surrounding the target, as is the case, 
for example, for U-SPECT (36) and fast-SPECT (37), while 
the complete system is maintained stationary. 

Even though individual projections made with multipin-
hole or slit-based collimators are not easily decoded, their 
combined information content can be sufficient to produce 
an appropriate representation of the volumetric distribution 
of radiotracer in the target. Extensions to three dimensions 
of the iterative algorithms like the one described in the 
section entitled “Scintigraphic imaging with multipinhole 
collimators” have been used in these applications. As the 
quantity of information grows with the number of projec-
tions acquired, the time span for each decoding iteration 
is also increased. An acceleration procedure, which has 
given good results, is known as ordered subset - expecta-
tion maximization (5). In this approach, different subsets of 
projections are used in each iteration. Depending on the 

number of projections in each subset, the total analysis 
time can be greatly reduced.

On the other hand, if the pinholes are located along a 
direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation, individual 
images projected on the detector by each one of them are 
equivalent to projections taken by a single pinhole collima-
tor from a rotation angle equal to the angle subtended by 
the displaced pinhole. Depending on the magnification 
factor and the detector’s size, several projections are 
recorded simultaneously. In this way, the number of total 
intermediate positions is reduced, as well as the decoding 
time per iteration.

In Figure 5A, we show a set of 20 projections of a curved 
catheter 1 mm in internal diameter, acquired with a collima-
tor consisting of 4 1-mm diameter pinholes. The catheter 
was filled with a small quantity (less than 0.1 mCi) of 99mTc. 
The projections were registered on a matrix of 128 x 128 
elements, 3.5 mm/pixel, with a DST-Sopha gamma camera 
(Sopha Medical Vision, USA/France), with an integration 
time of 30 s/iteration. The center of rotation was located 
50 mm away from the collimator, which was located 200 
mm from the detector surface. The distance between the 
branches of the catheter was 5 mm at the center of the 
object. Transverse and horizontal planes through the center 
of the decoded image are shown in Figure 5B. Decoding 
was done with an implementation of the maximum likeli-
hood algorithm, with a total of 5 iterations.

To summarize, in the present review we report details of 
the methodological approaches that have been proposed 
to obtain high-quality planar and volumetric scintigraphic 
images of small volume targets. Pinhole collimators are the 
obvious option for this application because of the implicit 
magnification factor. By using most of the detector’s area 
to project an image of the small size target, the limiting 
effect of the detector’s intrinsic resolution is minimized. 
Additionally, by using small diameter holes, the photon’s 
direction of incidence is better determined and an additional 
improvement in spatial resolution is achieved. However, 
sensitivity is greatly reduced. Multipinhole and coded 
mask-based collimators, in combination with appropriate 
decoding algorithms, have been used to reach simultane-
ously high spatial resolution and sensitivity. Depending 
on the distribution of the pinholes in the collimators, the 
total recording time necessary to make a volumetric 3-D 
representation of the target can be reduced by register-
ing several projections simultaneously. If the number of 
individual projections or of the pinholes in the collimators 
increases, the decoding time also grows. The iterative 
decoding procedure can be accelerated by algorithms 
like ordered subset + expectation maximization, where a 
subset of the projections is considered in each individual 
iteration. Slit-based collimators have also been considered. 
They have been used as single slits, and in combination 
with a second one or with slats, both perpendicular to the 
first slit. This kind of collimator guarantees high spatial 
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